
Massachusetts Department of Conservation and Recreation 
Division of Water Supply Protection, Office of Watershed Management 

Forest Management Project Summary 
 

Project Title: Gays Hill Barrens Harvest 2 
DWSP Harvest Permit Number: 3169 
DWSP Proposal ID: NS-22-24_BFA2 
DCR Forest Cutting Plan File Number: 204-33653-22 

 

Site Information 
Watershed: Quabbin Town(s): New Salem 
Acres: 26.6 Nearest Road: Route 122  
Natural Heritage Atlas overlap?: Yes Public Drinking Water Supply Watershed?: Yes 
Forest Types: white pine-oak, mixed oak ACEC?: No 
Soils: Sudbury sandy loam, 3-8% slopes; and Hinkley sandy loam, Windsor loamy sand, and Canton 
fine sandy loam, all 8-15% slopes. 
Wetland Resources: Blackington Swamp is outside the harvest area to the north, and there is a small 
wooded wetland between the harvest area and a DWSP access road to the west. 
Vernal Pools: There is a verified vernal pool adjacent to Route 122. 

 

Harvest Information 
Harvest Start Date: 4/6/2022 Harvest End Date: 4/27/2022 
Number of Wetland Crossings: none Number of Stream Crossings: none 

 

Best Management Practices Applied 
Stream Crossings  None 
Filter Strips    The verified vernal pool next to Route 122 is protected by a 100' filter 

strip/shade zone, and a 200' low ground disturbance zone. On the cutting 
plan there’s also a variable width filter strip along the stream flowing out 
of Blackington Swamp, but it is outside the harvest area for this project. 

Wetland Crossings None 
Harvesting in Wetlands None 

 

DWSP Foresters supervising this harvest 
Name Helen Johnson 
Forester License # 383 
Phone # 617-733-2937 
Email Helen.Johnson@mass.gov 
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NARRATIVE 
 

General Description/Forest Composition/History 
 
Lot 3169 is located between Blackington Swamp and Route 122 in the town of New Salem, immediately 
west of a prior harvest that removed several red pine plantations (Lot 3159).  The forest is a diverse mix 
of pines and oaks, with red, white, and pitch pines dominating the overstory, sometimes in nearly equal 
proportions, and red, black, scarlet, white and chestnut oaks as the primary associates.  Species diversity 
is especially high near Route 122, where hemlock and red maple become more common, along with 
occasional paper birch, black birch, black cherry, hickory, white ash, beech and poplar.  The understory is 
dominated by white pine seedlings and saplings, with oak seedlings common in aeras with more sunlight 
such as near the highway.  Other understory species include blueberries, wintergreen, partridgeberry and 
club moss. 
 
Forest health in the project area is variable.  Red pine scale is present and expected to cause 100% 
mortality of red pine trees within a few years.  Pitch pines are at risk of infestation by another lethal 
invasive insect, the southern pine beetle, which is present in the region but has not yet been found in the 
immediate area of this harvest.  Hardwood health is generally good, and only minimally affected by 
recent spongy moth infestations. 
 
Site Selection 
 
This project is in one of the Barrens Focus Areas (BFAs) designated in the DWSP 2017 Land 
Management Plan (pp. 117-118 and 124-128) for the purpose of restoring pitch pine-oak/heathland 
habitat.  These fire-adapted, disturbance-dependent natural communities are home to a large portion of 
state-listed declining species, and have been degraded by mesification (increasing dominance of white 
pine and red maple) due to a century or more of fire suppression and exclusion.  This harvest is the 
second silvicultural step in the restoration process, following an adjacent red pine plantation removal 
completed in 2019 as part of Quabbin Lot 3159.  Lot 3169 has been initiated at this time because red pine 
scale was newly identified in the mixed red-white-pitch pine, and because southern pine beetle has been 
identified in the region. 
 
Silvicultural Objectives 
 
The four equally important objectives for the central portion of this harvest are: 

1) remove red pine before it dies of red pine scale 
2) remove species associated with degradation of barrens habitats through mesification 
3) reduce the risk of southern pine beetle infestation by thinning around pitch pines 
4) prepare for future prescribed fire by managing the post-harvest fuel load 

Accordingly, all red pine, white pine, hemlock, red maple, and other non-oak hardwoods will be cut, and 
healthy pitch pine and oaks of all species will be retained.  Pitch pines with poor health or vigor will be 
cut in order to give the remaining pines more growing space, and to provide sufficient intra-stand air flow 
to prevent concentrations of southern pine beetle pheromones. 
 

https://www.mass.gov/files/documents/2017/12/21/dwsp-lmp-sep-2017-draft.pdf
https://www.mass.gov/files/documents/2017/12/21/dwsp-lmp-sep-2017-draft.pdf


The resulting well-stocked but open canopy of pitch pine and oak will be maintained thereafter with 
prescribed fire, which is expected to stimulate pitch pine regeneration, a resurgence of blueberries, a flush 
of fire-adapted herbaceous plant species, and the return of barrens-dependent insects and wildlife. 
 
Harvesting on the 100-200 foot wide slope down to Route 122 in the south will have a much lighter 
selection harvest, focusing on removal of declining red pine and other current and potential hazard trees.  
The minimal harvesting in this area will exceed the legal requirement for a 50’ forested road buffer, and 
will facilitate protection of the verified vernal pool near the highway. 
 
Cultural Resources 
 
None known. 
 
Rare or Endangered Species 
 
The Natural Heritage and Endangered Species Program (NHESP) of the Division of Fisheries and 
Wildlife has determined that state-listed sensitive species or habitats may exist within the harvest area.  
To protect them from unnecessary disturbance, detailed information regarding affected species and their 
locations is not included here.  This harvest has been designed in consultation with NHESP in order to 
enhance habitat for state listed species, as well as to ensure their protection.  In order to prevent a Take, 
NHESP issued restrictions on this project that are incorporated into the Forest Cutting Plan , and have 
been implemented on this harvest from its earliest planning stages. 
  



Figure 1.  Forest Cutting Plan   
 

 
  



 
 

 
  



 
 

 
  



 
 

 
 
  



 
 

 
 
  



 
 
 

 
 


